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	Subject	Text
	19" Curtis Mathis TV has a black screen on the bottom 1	When the TV has been on a while, a black box (screen) appears at the bottom 1/2 of the screen with t
	Re: 19" Curtis Mathis TV has black screen on the bottom	[quote:6f2c34da01="Guest"]A black box (screen) within the tv screen appears in the bottom 1/2 of the
	












	CRT Type: Black Line FX	Just a quick one here, Im looking to buy a tv and come accross "Black Line FX" for the screen/CRT Ty
	Dead Black Diamond BD28WS	Hello to everyone this is my first post here. I have a BD28WS Black Diamond TV. The fault is when I 
	samsung 19" goes black	Hi my samsung 19" tv (probly 5 years old) has recently been going to all black except a narrow strip
	Xerox 5308 Copier Black Copies	My Xerox 5308 has recently been making black copies for no reason on and off.
I place the sheet 
	19" Curtis Mathis TV has black screen on the bottom 1/2	A black box (screen) within the tv screen appears in the bottom 1/2 of the screen with the upper 1/2
	Black band on TV	I have a Panasonic 28PW6518C widescreen TV and since installing a Humax Freeview box a thick black b
	Hitachi 36CX39B TV has a black square in the center	Friends,
My 5 year old Hitachi TV has suddenly started showing a black square in the center of 
	sony TV, Black Triniton, KV-x2941D, Chassis AE-1C	Für den sony TV, Black Triniton, KV-x2941D, Chassis AE-1C
suche ich die Schaltungs unterlagen 
	Sony KV-M2151U fluctuating colour to black & White	My tv sporadicaly (and periodically) turns black and white and then for no apparent reason, it turns
	Thin Black Line	As always. Thanks for all the input.
The black line hasn't reappeared since the weekend but still
	cs-31303 mistbushi tv no picture no rastor black truoble sho	Please I need help truoble shooting my mistbushi TV no, picture no,rastor ony sound
	Black box	Check to see it the closed captioning is on. You might also want to check out www.FreeFlatScreens.c
	Videorecorder LG complete black out	Hi, can somebody help me for electronic circuit diagrams of a BC909NS. Seems a simple fault in the p
	monitor trouble	I have a problem with my monitor - the red color turned black and the green is pale. After some time
		Hi
Don’t think about the colors (values) of the resistances, be sure.
The resistor 1 is 560 Ohms &
	












	Re: Notebooks. How to replace part. Teardown guides with pic	[quote:892730c2f4="Anonymous"][quote:892730c2f4="Anonymous"]hi sir before i want say sorry to you, 
	Sony ZS-S2ip boombox no sound	Hello
I have a sony zs-s2ip boombox that has no sound output at all. I tried all the functions ip
		And what are they doing we the damaged unit? Trashed it? That will be a big business in my country (
	Sony KP-53V25 Problems	On your TV, is it the board on the right if you're looking at the back of the TV, or is it the board
	Sylvania	Hello , I am new here and I want to ask if anyone can help me to find more info about Sylvania LCD
	tv with the jitters	I have a panasonic tv model ct-20G11cu.The screen flickers when the volume is increased and when you
	Sony ccd-trv3 camcorder no record picture	This just started today, I turn on the camcorder to record and and I see fuzz, it's as if the exposu
	sony kv 25xid	Hallo i have a black screen (sound ok)and when i increase ug2 i have picture flashing periodicaly an
	Hitachi 36UX01 problem	Hi,
I've got a problem with my Hitachi 36UX01. The sound is OK and it reacts on remote commands bu
	Sony KV-A2911S TV	Tv starts in black and white then goes into colour after a few minutes, generally flicks between col
	panasonic TX-32DK20F green picture	hello,
i have a panasonic TX-32DK20F it worked fine for 3 months then the picture went green and th
	hitachi c57-wd8000	:cry: I bought a non working hitachi c57-wd8000 and and thought it would be easy to fix since the p
	i also have a mitsubishi TV and........	it works great until it warms up. audio is not affected but the screen goes black and it appears to
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